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Like many households, our staff is rigidly divided on the convertible issue. There are only love
and hate, no middle-ground tolerance nor occasional lust to be found. Mercedes ' versatile SLK
is the first modern car to successfully bridge the gap between the polarized camps, and,
therefore, seemed a natural to employ in our long-term fleet. Nine out of 10 chose to purchase,
with 38 percent paying for the vehicle outright. Buyer demographics run contrary to
expectations for this sporty, youthful two-door with drivers being predominantly male 3 out of 4
baby boomers and retirees. These customers were drawn to the SLK by its head-turning looks,
with prior Mercedes ownership and the trick top ranking as second and third place influences,
respectively. Drawing inspiration from the SL and SL yesteryear roadsters, the lean SLK shares
their timeless proportions on a diminutive modern platform with a profile that appears to be
moving even at a standstill. Parking-lot friendly, the SLK measures The cute, wind-up-toy size
really hits home when washing by hand takes mere minutes. After a five-minute detail, it's ready
to metamorphose into a roadster for hair-tousling escapes. The tantalizing second conversion
process is a mechanical ballet that draws crowds like a White House cigar auction. And just as
at Pennsylvania Ave. Tucked neatly away in the trunk, the roof reduces the cargo space from a
quite decent No unsightly folded cloth-and-metal skeleton exposed here to interrupt the car's
lines. I love the way people stare when they see this car transform itself from a hardtop
sportster to a sun-loving convertible. Although known only by impersonal initials, the SLK's
middle-name is certainly "Fun. The Sunburst Yellow two-door zips to 60 mph in a swift 6. As the
revolutions climb to rpm, the supercharger whirs and the engine produces a raspy snarl that
increases to a whiskey-voiced banshee scream. It is in this higher rpm zone that the SLK
becomes lively, with the excitement hitting a rpm redline wall. Our staffers were disappointed
with the engine's rough aural character and limited output. Numerous owners suggested a V-6
engine as the best solution, like the silken unit employed in the M-Class, but Mercedes chose to
fit the four-cylinder for weight and packaging reasons. Logbook entries draw sonic
comparisons to Massey-Ferguson tractors and gripe that highway passing maneuvers cause
more engine noise than acceleration. These criticisms didn't seem to affect surveyed
acceleration ratings, which Equally telling, only a mere 2. Overall performance was judged by
We pushed the SLK through the slalom cones at Equally impressive, the screaming yellow
zonker circled the skidpad pulling 0. These potent numbers translate to a responsive, firmish
chassis that instills confidence and invites deep corner dives. It isn't surprising that "handling"
ranked higher than "fun-to-drive" and "power" in the tally of owner-voted most-liked features. A
pleased Texan wrote, "Driving the car hard and fast into tight turns is the closest thing to an
all-out amusement ride I've experienced in a long time. Communication from the taut chassis is
superb, with the telescoping steering wheel giving a good measure of feedback and balanced
control. Unfortunately, our steering gear developed a strange rubbing sound at the loan's end,
howling like a mating Walrus, despite properly topped steering fluid. We judged the seats to be
high-school bleacher firm with limited legroom. Several staff drivers found that their knees
rubbed on an underdash pad and the center console. Surprisingly, this seemed to concern
relatively few owners who are apparently better-proportioned, genetically perfect specimens.
Easy to please, We considered the seatbelts hard to reach, as they tuck back by the B-pillar, and
owners pined for fully adjustable power seats. One very cool feature is the nifty BabySmart
childseat recognition system that automatically deactivates the passenger-side airbags when a
special seat is used. A small light indicates when the system has been successfully defeated.
The dashboard employs several contrasting materials, leaving our editors divided on its styling
success. Chromed trim, white-face gauges, and carbon-fiber-look inlays certainly livened up the
interior. At night, the black-on-white instrument cluster becomes an eerie orange-on-black
display. Solid cupholders pull out from the upper dashboard, where cooling vent air can
preserve a beverage's chilling temperature, though tall bottles obstruct forward visibility.
Another interesting placement choice: In the Park position, the shifter in our test car blocked
the in-dash controls for the optional cellular phone, necessitating the car be in a drive gear to
place a call. Handy gathered pockets on each door and between the cowhide buckets offer
storage for small items, as does a center console unit. With the hardtop in place, the SLK is
coupe-quiet due in part to a fully padded headliner. At year's end, the folding top creaked
slightly when the car was driven diagonally into a parking lot or over a speed bump. True
problems were few over the plus months, though the intricate power top did require attention
when a screw came loose, putting it out of alignment and damaging the paint during operation.
While at the dealer for a warranty-covered repair, our mechanic discovered and corrected a
minor leak through the oil pan gasket. An attorney explained his purchase decision when he
wrote, "As far as the Boxster was concerned, I asked myself whether I wanted the most exciting
Mercedes or the least exciting Porsche. Succeeding to bridge the gap between fixed-roof coupe
and convertible in such a tidy package without sacrifices is an impressive accomplishment that

sets a high engineering benchmark for future roadsters. While the MT staff voiced some
criticisms, the surveyed owners were overwhelmingly pleased with their four-season
convertibles, indicating that we just aren't the intended buyer group. A level-headed New Yorker
put us in our place writing, "The car is perfect for what it is. MT Thumbs DownTight cockpit and
pew-hard seatsIndustrial-sounding four-cylinder powerplantNeverending requests to see the
top perform. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Vehicle config. Axle ratio 2. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. No luck, Luciferâ€”the C43 is slicker than you are. This tidy
Vpowered, AMG-altered four-door is Mercedes's smallest sedan, but it's second only to the S in
quickness. AMG is the preeminent modifier of Mercedes-Benzes. The Hammer was the world's
greatest sports sedanâ€”a Mercedes E-class bod stoked by a 5. It put out horsepower, did the
zero-to rush in 5. More-recent AMG projects have been less wild, more affordable, and available
for sale at Mercedes-Benz dealerships with the blessing of a full factory warranty. The
Mercedes-Benz C36 got the ball rolling in This fat-tired and bespoilered C-class mini-hammer
had a heavily breathed-on straight-six that made horsepowerâ€”74 more than in a stock C The
4. HIGHS: Beautiful, exquisitely supportive seats; V-8's great engine note; lunge of on-cam
power; fabulous sound system. Stiffer valve springs have been fitted, and the cast camshafts
are replaced with modular ones that provide a bit more overlap. The V-8 even boasts
squeaky-clean exhaust emissions. As with the C36 and every vehicle Mercedes sells in the U.
This unit, borrowed from the SL, "learns" a driver's style and adapts the C43's shift
characteristics. Our style consisted primarily of sledging this hammer around, foot to
floorboard. The C43 AMG rewards this type of behavior with a mellifluous yet malevolent V-8
burble and right-respectable accelerative g-force. Our instruments measured 6. Terminal
velocity: mph, drag limited. It also hit its governor at mph. Our test car fell shy of Mercedes' own
typically conservative 5. Even making full power, the C43 will lose drag races to its Bavarian
rivals because they come armed with manual gearboxes. Still, some say there's more to life
than drag-stripping. For the C43, Mercedes modifies the C Sport suspension by adding
higher-rate springs front and rear, and stiffer Bilstein gas-pressure "degressive-action" shocks
stiffest at first, then softer with two-part piston and integral tension springs. Mercedes says they
control body motions better than ordinary progressive-action ever-increasing stiffness layouts.
The aluminum V-8 is more compact and 44 pounds lighter than the C36's iron-block inline six
and those attributes improve handling. The C43's wheels are inchers, 7. Huge internally
ventilated, four-wheel disc brakesâ€” They deliver such stopping power and fade resistance
that all-out braking levitates you forward against the shoulder harness. Subtly trimmed with
modest spoilers and side skirts, the C43 performance flagship is a hot shot. It boasts an artful
chassisâ€”fine steering up front, plentiful power exiting at the rear for sporting balance. A pip to
drive, it levers the power against the tail's stabilityâ€”give some, take some. Moisture on the
macadam let you feel "automatic slip regulation" at work. ASR serves as traction control and as
an electronic limited-slip differential. An "electronic stability program" works to sustain
directional poise by selectively braking one wheel if your path wavers. Prefer less techno
interference? Just cancel it by poking two dash buttons. Right away we feel enough
"techspertise" in C43s to go scything along a writhing, weather-lashed Arizona byway so
slithery it oughta squirt us off like watermelon seeds. The C43's front buckets feature
pneumatically adjustable lumbar and thigh supports, plus torso-bolstering "wings" to hold both
the driver and passenger in place during force-seven floggings. Wondrously adjustable works
of art, they're as supportive as you'll find. The C43 doesn't seem to have any direct rivals. It's
faster, roomier, and handles about as well as the C This one is for fun. If Mercedes is trying to
one-up the performance boys at BMW, it had better head to the parts bin for a manual gearbox.
In zero to 60, zero to , and the quarter-mile, this C43 outruns the BMW M3 automatic , but gets
creamed by the M3 manual. This is one time that it's not hyperbole to say that in hard
acceleration you can actually feel your back being pressed into the seat. The engine's sound is
simply thrilling. Despite this arsenal of V-8 firepower, the car sticks hard and handles like a
dream. The only worry an owner will ever have is the prospect of a passenger's staining the
gray upholstery. Any car, any price, drive it daily for five years. My choice: the Mercedes E, a
stealthy, stoic sedan with supercar grunt. With five gear ratios instead of four, and a better
power-to-weight ratio than the lusty E has, the C43 should have been quicker and faster.
Nevertheless, its wild-'n'-woolly exhaust note, quick reflexes, and tight grip on the road push all
the same buttons that the E did. A limited-production hot rod like this one should be right up my
gasoline alley, but I'm having trouble getting fired up about the C Issuing it with an automatic
gearbox only is hard enough to swallow. Its slamming gearshifts and spasmodic throttle
response, though, make smooth, spirited driving virtually hopeless. Sure, the C43's a lightning
bolt in a straight line, but I can't imagine that stoplight drags were this car's intended mission. I
don't want to discourage carmakers from climbing out on a limb to satisfy enthusiasts, but at

this price, Mercedes should have done much better. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup
Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Larry Griffin Car and
Driver. From the July issue of Car and Driver. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From From the Archive. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The new car was substantially improved over the , offering better
performance and more interior room. This year Mercedes' best selling models should appeal to
Americans even more because of the larger engines. The new V6 that powers the C may not
sound significant, but it produces better low-end torque than the engine it replaces while
getting better fuel economy. And the V8 sitting under the hood of the C43 empowers the driver
to leave just about everybody in its dust. The all-new C43 supersedan boasts a 4. Replacing the
C36 sedan that turned heads from to , the C43 is the latest combined effort of Mercedes-Benz
and AMG, the German tuner that has modified and raced Mercedes cars for the past two
decades. With this kind of power, an adaptive transmission and distinctive styling, the C43 fits
well into the Mercedes tradition--yet still stands out on its own. Other technologies new to the
C-Class include side-impact airbags, the BabySmart airbag system that disables the passenger
side front airbag when a Mercedes child seat is located in the front passenger seat and
something called Brake Assist which provides maximum braking if Mercedes has determined
that you have stabbed the brake pedal in a panic situation. We're sorry to say that the fantastic
C36 sport sedan will no longer see production. Designed from the outset as a limited production
vehicle, Mercedes actually limited its production and pulled the plug on the car last summer.
Never fear, though, many of the C36's trick styling effects have been transferred to the rest of
the C-Class lineup. The only models available this year are the C, C and C Manually rowing the
automatic shifter, a C can get to 60 mph in less than nine seconds. The six-cylinder C is much
quicker than the C getting to speed, and getting there quickly doesn't mean changing your own
gears. Handling is sure-footed with either car, and braking ability is quite good, although the C,
at fewer pounds than the C, feels somewhat more agile. The stronger C can be had for another
five grand and includes the 2. You may want to consider BMW's i, the Lexus ES or the Mazda
Millenia before buying the Benz, but we can't help but think the C-Class is a relative bargain in
this class, especially when considering the small car's ample luxury, spunky performance and
solid construction. Not everybody likes Mercedes-Benz. This I learned during the two weeks I
spent cruising all over the state of Colorado in a Mercedes-Benz C sedan. Coloradoans are a
friendly lot by nature, but blast by them in a snazzy new Mercedes and the mean green giant
begins to awaken. Yep, jealousy rears its ugly head. Even a friend of mine admitted it,
confessing that she never lets anyone driving a Mercedes pull into her lane in front of her. This
and every Mercedes-Benz vehicle is a finely tuned specimen of German engineering. And
besides, in a Benz, you have to be more aloof than that. Oh, and of course, toughness. Yes,

these Benzes are tough. How else do you explain the chase scene in the movie, The
Peacemaker? You know the one, where George Clooney and Nicole Kidman outmaneuver the
thugs in a convoy of black BMWs, careening through the cobblestone streets of Vienna, Austria,
as they elude, ram and ultimately destroy the BMWs and the thugs who were chasing them.
From the outside, the C looks exactly like what it is: a small near-luxury sedan oozing style and
class. The trademark Mercedes grille and the notorious hood ornament make the C appear fit for
a queen. Then I realized this little sedan was not just a stodgy old Mercedes image car. It was
much more. The car was good-looking, well built and sporty to boot. Having driven a Saab that
very same day which basically peels the asphalt off the road as soon as you hit the gas , this lag
time in the Mercedes concerned me. Driving the C was pure bliss, whether screaming down the
highway or snaking along a winding road. Visibility was excellent, steering was responsive and
the suspension made it feel like the car was floating over the road. The seats are easy to adjust
and very comfortable. More than once, I was surprised to glance down at the speedometer and
realize that I was cruising along at well over mph, when it felt more like 50 mph. The only
negatives relating to the driving experience were the somewhat jerky transmission and that
annoying lack of low-end torque. Safety features on our test vehicle included the BabySmart
airbag system that disengages the front passenger airbag when a Mercedes child seat is
installed, and Brake Assist, which provides faster braking than humanly possible if the car
decides that the driver hit the brake pedal in a panic. Though some are skeptical of cars that
think they know more about our impending doom than we do, the Brake Assist worked
extremely well when inadvertently tested on I, the main highway that runs through Denver.
Inside, the smallest of the Mercedes sedans feels quite roomy to all except the tallest people
who have a hard time with the low roof height of the car. Our editor-in-chief commented: "The C
needs a tilt and telescoping steering column. With the seat comfortably positioned, I had to fold
myself in and out from under the steering wheel. It would also be nice to have a power delay
that allowed you to raise the windows during the first few seconds after the car was turned off,
especially since many vehicles costing thousands less than the C offer this feature standard.
Each editor who got behind the wheel of this little sedan raved about the high quality of the
interior materials, the outstanding brake action and the Volvo-level seat comfort. The backseat
provides plenty of room for kids and adults on short trips, and trunk space is impressive. The
CD player did skip quite often during the two weeks the car lived with me, though when it was
working properly, the Bose stereo and speaker system helped the music sound sweet and clear.
Mercedes also gets points for an innovative and space-saving cupholder design that pops up
and swivels out of the center console when needed, then tucks neatly out of the way. On a trip
through the mountains to Steamboat Springs, the vehicle never seemed to notice the high
altitude or the wet, snowy pavement. Overall, the car wins accolades for its solid build, sporty
powertrain and soothing, luxurious interior. I did not want to give this car back. After two weeks,
you sort of grow attached. Giving an automotive journalist a Mercedes for two weeks and then
taking it away is akin to dangling a juicy steak in front of a Rottweiler and then eating it yourself.
So I can understand the envy part of the other drivers on the road. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Initial hesitation when taking off from a standstill. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the C-Class for sale near you.
See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The C is the lucky recipient of Mercedes' new V-type engine
technology, receiving a 2. Read more. Write a review See all 57 reviews. The Car Mercedes Benz
C I bought it in Nov brand new with 4 miles on it. Its now 16 years old in Nov and accumulated
about 85,ooo miles. My verdict:this car is extremely reliable and economical to maintain,during
the past 16 years it never turn me down,never brakes down on the road,in parking lot or at
home,it starts on time,i follow the car maintenace program every 10, miles,the major expenses
on this car is my battery last year and replace my 4 tires 3 time during the last years and the rest

are minor repair or maintenance,annual inspection for sticker thats why i never traded it to any
type of car,my 98 Mercedes Benz C is my buddy for the last 15 years she is always with me all
the time. Read less. I bought this car with 50k miles on it and have driven it for the last 10 years
and currently have k miles on it. I agree with most of the comments below and aside from
replacing a transmission that in all fairness, I beat on and replacing wear items breaks, belts,
front end, tires, charcoal canister the car has been outstanding. My goal is to put 1 million miles
on it and the key is finding a good, independent mechanic that knows Mercedes and have him
look it over once a year. It's good in the snow with lbs of sand tubes in the trunk and good
treads on the tires. I'm in New England and don't even use snow tires with the extra weight. Still
a nice car at 14 years old. This is my first Benz, I bought it not long ago from old lady that
passed away so truly it was the "Little old lady that drove it on Sunday" car. It had less than 68
K on it which was extremely low mileage for a 14 year old car, but unfortunately she took very
poor care of the car bordering on car abuse. I have been going through it repairing what I can
and getting all the service caught up, mostly by doing the work myself. The trick to owning one
of these old Benz's is that you don't want to constantly pay somebody else to do the work, no
dealer you need to be able to fix it yourself. Fortunately, the car is actually quite service friendly,
though parts can be expensive. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the C-Class. Sign Up. It was the seventy-first edition of the tournament and was held from 27
July â€” 2 August Champion seeds are indicated in bold text while text in italics indicates the
round in which those seeds were eliminated. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
International Tennis Federation. Retrieved 29 December Hidden categories: Pages using
infobox tennis tournament year footer with an unknown event Pages using infobox tennis
tournament year footer with a known event. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Italiano Edit links. Andre Agassi [1]. Tim Henman. Mercedes-Benz Cup. Final
[1]. Justin Gimelstob. Andre Agassi. Guillaume Raoux. First Round. Second Round. P Rafter. R
Delgado. M Damm. W Black. J Gimelstob. D Vacek. V Spadea. M Ondruska. S Stolle. A Agassi. T
Dent. A Ilie. MV Washington. J-M Gambill. S Campbell. B Bryan. S Sargsian. W Ferreira. M
Joyce. M Tebbutt. K Carlsen. G Raoux. B Black. T Henman. S Schalken. G Pozzi. J Tarango. G
Stafford. When Mercedes-Benz sets its sights on something, it is not usually denied. A few
years ago, the gang at the three-pointed star decided that it was time to ditch their dowdy image
and begin attracting younger buyers. The result of that decision brought us the fabulous C- and
E-Class cars, which made the company and its offerings feel less stuffy. Nevertheless,
Mercedes-Benz was still not the marque that young professionals looking for a good time were
likely to think of first. All of that changes with the introduction of the SLK-Class this year. While
it is a Mercedes-Benz through and through, the SLK-Class has a decidedly playful countenance
that will undoubtedly charm some buyers out of the BMW showrooms that those looking for a
fun, sporty car have been frequenting for so long. The SLK-Class is a roadster, and that means
that it has two seats and a top that folds down. Unlike its competitors from BMW, Porsche and
Mazda, however, the little Mercedes has a retractable steel roof that, when up, makes the car
seem as tight as an E-Class sedan. Raising and lowering consists of pressing one button on the
center console. Let's face it, though, there is more to a roadster than the top. Fortunately,
Mercedes seems to have gotten the recipe right with the steering, engine and suspension. The
steering is precise, the suspension is wonderfully damped, and the engine is eager and willing.
Our main complaint stems from the fact that the SLK-Class is not available with a manual
transmission; all of its competitors are. Mercedes argues that most of their buyers would have
selected the automatic transmission anyway, and that it would have been prohibitively
expensive to develop two transmissions for the SLK-Class. Nonetheless, the SLK-Class is a
hoot to drive and its pound-feet of torque, available across an incredibly wide rpm range, make
it a choice vehicle for carving through traffic or up a spiraling mountain road. One thing that
most roadsters are not noted for is their safety features. Mercedes broke the mold in this regard
and laid all of their current safety technology on this relatively inexpensive car. Dual airbags are
standard, as are side-impact airbags. The SLK-Class features standard antilock brakes and
automatic slip control as well. Since roadsters are more likely to be involved in a rollover
accident, the SLK-Class also has a super-reinforced A-pillar and integrated roll bars behind
each seat. The BabySmart system allows drivers to use a Mercedes-Benz BabySmart car seat
which will keep the passenger airbag from deploying while it is occupying that seat. Thus
allowing parents to introduce their toddlers to the thrills of open air driving safely. The
SLK-Class has been in short supply, but you may be able to find a dealer who is willing to let
one go for a special price. Although Mercedes-Benz is discouraging dealers from price gouging,

don't expect to get five percent over invoice deal on this car. This has not been the best decade
for sports car enthusiasts. One by one, the nineties have seen the discontinuation of some of
the world's fastest, performance-oriented, fun-to-drive cars. Even America's favorite
home-grown sports car, the Chevrolet Corvette, had an uncertain future during the middle of
this decade. The rumors are that the C5 project, the fifth-generation Corvette, was canceled and
that there was a span of about two weeks when GM brass had planned to quit building
Corvettes. Thankfully, level-headed Chevrolet project planners convinced the big-wigs that
canceling the Corvette would summon the four horseman of the apocalypse. It's as if the
country as a whole has been serving penance for the free-wheeling excess of the eighties;
denying themselves the right to drive fun vehicles, and demonstrating their newfound moral
righteousness behind the steering wheels of leather-clad minivans and sport-utilities. Tiring of
this self-inflicted bourgeoisie nonsense, a few domestic and foreign manufacturers are
introducing cars that are designed to put the fun back into our daily commute. These cars aren't
going to haul a trailer, or navigate a two-track road industry studies show that most SUV buyers
don't actually do those things anyhow , nor will they haul a month's worth of groceries and the
children of every family on the block to and from soccer practice. They will, however, serve as a
wonderful companion on a beautiful spring day, and they do a fine job arranging for
better-than-average service at swanky downtown eateries. More importantly, the Surgeon
General has assured us that owning a fun-to-drive car won't drive us into a dreadful drug
addiction, or force into making bad decisions about our investment portfolios. We had the
opportunity to test the SLK at a short-lead introduction earlier this winter in Tucson, Arizona.
The setting was wonderful, the weather was beautiful, and the conditions were near-perfect for
checking out the capabilities of this youthful roadster from the company that many thought was
too stodgy to build such a fun car. The primary rationale for this statement stems from the fact
that the SLK is the only roadster available with a retractable hardtop; giving the car true
four-seasons driveability. An added benefit of this retractable hardtop is that makes the SLK
nearly as much fun to drive enclosed as it is alfresco. The SLK has a host of safety equipment
that is typical of all the cars Mercedes builds. Standard anti-lock brakes and traction control
lead the list, and there are the usual Mercedes-Benz crumple zones as well. The feature that
impressed us the most, however, was the airbag system. Dual front airbags and side-impact
airbags protect occupants from frontal or side-impact collisions. What makes this system
unique is Mercedes' smart airbag system, which will not deploy the passenger airbag if there is
less than 25 pounds in the passenger seat. To protect infants and small children, Mercedes' has
also introduced a Baby Smart system which will keep the passenger airbag from deploying if
there is a Baby Smart child seat mounted in the passenger seat. Other safety features include a
super-reinforced A-pillar and standard roll bars that are nicely integrated behind the car's
headrests. Mercedes says that the roll bars are critical to ensuring the safety of roadster
occupants since rollover crashes are more likely to occur in a roadster. This is due to how
roadsters are driven and is not reflective of an inherent design flaw in all roadsters. The SLK's
styling cues are representative of Mercedes' heritage without pandering to snobby
traditionalists. The twin power bulges on the hood pay homage to supercharged Mercedes of
yesteryear, as does the wreath and crest which again surrounds the M-B star on all of the SLK's
badges. Headlight and taillamp treatments, however, are quite modern, as are the car's short
overhangs and wide stance. The grille design of the SLK is new as well. Designed to maximize
engine cooling without sacrificing aerodynamics, the grille features rows of intake portals that
decrease in diameter from the center of the grille to the sides, allowing the maximum amount of
cool air to enter where it is needed most. As the press conference was ending, it was obvious
that the SLK was a technological marvel that featured all of the Germany's latest gee-whiz
gadgetry. That didn't mean, however, that it was going to live up to the hype. As a result of
some of the early reports that we had read in the car buff magazines, we weren't expecting the
SLK to behave like a true sports car; offering potential buyers the cachet of the Mercedes name,
a high standard equipment list, and the legendary solidity of Mercedes construction in the place
of true performance. This assumption proved once again that you can't always believe what you
read. Upon settling into the seat of the SLK it became obvious that Mercedes designers pulled
out all of the stops to make sure that this was a car that drivers would feel comfortable in. The
steering wheel is thick and meaty, inspiring confidence when driving sweaty-palmed on
two-lane highways. The gauges are an exquisite black-on-white design, and are perfectly
positioned just below the driver's line of sight. The 5-speed automatic transmission, standard
because market research indicated that fewer than twenty-percent of the SLK's potential buyers
wanted a manual transmission, features a no-nonsense aluminum shift gate and lever topped by
a nicely-contoured knob. Our few complaints centered around the SLK's overly flat seats, which
offered little thigh support for this tall driver, and the confusing pictographic buttons which

control the stereo. Creature comforts in the SLK are many, and include such features as dual
zone temperature controls, dual cup holders, multiple storage compartments, cruise control, a
well-positioned dead pedal, and thick arm rests. Faux carbon fiber trim and a whimsical
two-toned leather interior keep the car from feeling stuffy. The best part about the SLK's interior
is that it is distinctly Mercedes; solid, refined, and highly functional. The real test of this
Mercedes' sporting nature came on a long route that took us from the flatlands of the Arizona
desert to the top of Kit Peak, home of the largest collection of telescopes in the world, and back
down again. The roads along this stretch of desert alternate between glass-smooth sections of
freeway and pock-marked and rutted access roads. Throughout the course this little Mercedes
maintained a high degree of composure while allowing us to have a great deal of fun. One of our
favorite features of the SLK is its willing powerplant. The 3. This results in an amazing amount
of flexibility that keeps the SLK from being caught flat-footed regardless of speed. Of course,
we would have liked to see a manual transmission offered in this car, but the adaptive 5-speed
automatic did a fine job anticipating which gear was required for the various driving challenges
we threw at it. The SLK is surprisingly rigid, exhibiting minimal cowl shake while providing a
stable ride. The tires and suspension execute their duties admirably, keeping the car glued to
the road through twisty switchbacks and soaking up pavement irregularities all the way up to a
hair-raising top speed of mph. The SLK has nearly perfect pedal and steering wheel feel, we just
wish that the steering were a bit less assisted. At high speeds, the light touch required to
change the SLK's direction is a bit unnerving. We put the top up on the SLK for 50 miles of
driving over rough pavement and think that this is the reason that the SLK will be such a big hit
with people outside of the sunbelt. When the top is up, there is no way to tell that the SLK
wasn't built as a coupe. The steel roof locks into place using a hydraulic actuator which means
that there are no clamps or levers to pull the top shut. The window is glass, and actually offers
good visibility. The headliner is made out of a nice cloth material that imparts a feeling of
luxury, and there are no ugly exposed cross-members like those found in the BMW Z3. Other
than the aesthetic appeal, the benefit of this steel-roof design is that it gives the car as much
rigidity as a coupe when the top is up. Additionally, it blocks out nearly as much of the wind and
road noise as a C-Class sedan. Furthermore, the trunk space of the SLK jumps to an impressive
9. When the top is lowered the SLK has less cargo area than the diminutive Miata. When asked
about who will buy the SLK, Mercedes says that they are looking for a younger, more
gender-balanced audience with this car. Mercedes-Benz thinks that the average age of the SLK
buyer will be between the ages of 30 and 39 and that at least half of them will be women.
Mercedes also expects there to be a significant number of new Mercedes buyers interested in
the SLK; buyers that Mercedes may have lost to BMW in the past due to that company's
younger image and sportier personality. We have no doubt that the SLK will be a success. In
fact, the car already is a success, having been named North American Car of the Year by a panel
of industry experts. We are afraid, however, that some enthusiasts may write this car off their
list because they've read that it isn't sporting enough, or that it is meant to appeal to women. In
our opinion, those assertions are unfounded. The SLK offers easy livability, but it also offers
more performance than most people can handle when pushed to the limit. It has a beautiful
shape, classic lines, and enough style to appeal to buyers of any gender. Do yourself a favor
and check out the SLK; it has all of the solidity and features that we would expect of a Mercedes
in a package that will appeal to the kid in all of us. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz SLK-Class. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Mercedes-Benz releases an all-new
retractable-hardtop roadster. Powered by a supercharged 2. Read more. Write a review See all
17 reviews. Have never had any mechanical issues. Drove it in east coast city traffic and the
mountains in colorado- handled roads great and heated seats with convert top down were a
luxury. Bought it because of the retractable roof- the SLK was the first convertible to do this
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and I never had a problem with it. So, with regrets I just traded it in. Other than routine
maintenance no major repairs. Read less. This car is a lot of fun to drive You get all the
advantadges of a convertible with much less hassle than comparable models. Still, the car can
ride a little rough now and then, and the road noise is not insignificant. The dependability and
performance of the car is nothing less than perfect. It looks good and the auto-top is wonderful
with no rattles or problems. I got this car for my high school graduation. It is so much fun to
drive. It accelerates great especially when in the 4th mode. Mine is bright yellow and it turns
heads both when the top is up and down. The sound system is superb and the heated seats are
nice. Everything is great about it. It is far better than any other roadster. A must! Write a review.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the SLK-Class. Sign Up.

